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Lubomir Pipkov’s standing was described, succinctly but accurately, by his good friend 
Dmitri Shostakovich, who said: ‘Lubomir Pipkov is a composer who was influential’.1 
Pipkov was born on 6 September 1904 in Lovech, Bulgaria, and belonged to the 
so-called ‘second generation’ of Bulgarian composers, such as Pancho Vladigerov, 
Veselin Stoyanov and Petko Staynov. His father, Panayot Pipkov (1871–1942), was 
a prominent, well-established musician, teacher and conductor who held a special 
place in the ‘first generation’ of Bulgarian composers. His generous musical legacy, 
including hymns, choral songs, operas and piano music, makes him one of the 
pioneers of professional music in Bulgaria. Panayot Pipkov’s contemporaries from 
the ‘first generation’ included Dobri Hristov, Emanuil Manolov and the conductor 
Georgi Atanasov. 

Lubomir2 Pipkov, too, left a large compositional legacy, its main elements being 
three operas (Yana’s Nine Brothers (1929), Momchil (1939) and Antigona ’43 (1962)), 
four symphonies for a variety of orchestras (full, chamber, string), three string 
quartets, a piano quartet (1938) and a piano trio (1930), film music, and many works 
for solo piano. He began his musical education at the National Music School, going 
on to the National Academy of Music in Sofia, where he studied with Ivan Torchanov, 
Heinrich Wiesner and Dobri Hristov. Between 1926 and 1932 he was a student at 
the École Normale de Musique in Paris, where he was taught by Paul Dukas, Yvonne 
Lefébure and Nadia Boulanger. 

Pipkov’s music is characterised not only by the rich use of Bulgarian folklore but 
also by his mastery of twentieth-century styles. Although his star has now waned, his 

1 Quoted in Ivan Hlebarov, Lubomir Pipkov: Studies, Science and Art, Sofia, 1975, p. 5.
2 The name is pronounced with a semiconsonant in the first syllable: ‘Lyubomir’.
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presence on the stage of twentieth-century music made him one of the more prominent 
and influential composers of his time. He was praised by Alfred Cortot and Boulanger, 
as well as Dukas, with whom he established his compositional style, in 1928–29 in 
particular. Some of his most important works were written at that time, among them 
the String Quartet No. 1, the Sonata for Violin and Piano, the Bulgarian Suite for piano 
and Yana’s Nine Brothers. But, as with most major composers, Pipkov’s music changed 
and developed as he progressed through life, and in his later years he began to work with 
the material found in the ancient traditions of Bulgarian folksong, applying his own 
ideas to its unique rhythmic patterns and modes. He stated, though, that the identity 
of national music should always be related to universal ideas and principles established 
and developed in other nations throughout the centuries.3

One of the main characteristics of Pipkov’s style is his use of irregular rhythms, 
rhythms that Béla Bartók said should be called ‘Bulgarian’ because they were first 
examined by Bulgarian musicologists such as Dobri Hristov.4 Pipkov’s exceptional 
interest in the specifics of the ‘Bulgarian’ metro-rhythmical structures is evident across 
his career, although they hold a special place in the last period of his life and can be 
seen most prominently in his four ‘metro-rhythmical’ cycles: Metro-Rhythmical Pictures 
and Studies, Op. 69 (1969–71), Spring Caprices, Op. 78 (1971–72), From 1 to 15, Op. 81 
(1973), and the unfinished Children’s Joys, Op. 82 (1973). These cycles represent not only 
a transformation and exploitation of the metres of traditional folklore but also project 
Pipkov’s own aesthetic views and act as a consolidation with his earlier compositions. 
This album presents two of them, the Spring Caprices, Op. 78, and From 1 to 15, Op. 81. 
The earlier set is considered more challenging and technically demanding than the later 
one, where the folkloric motifs are expressed in simpler textures and use shorter musical 
phrases. The miniatures of both cycles show similarities in terms of metre and character 
(especially the ‘Burlesque’, No. 15 of Op. 78 16 , and the ‘Toccata’, No. 18 of Op. 81 35). 

3 ‘Bulgarian Musicians and the Problem for National Musical Style’, New Bulgarian Music, 1968, p. 130.
4 Timothy Rice, ‘Béla Bartók and Bulgarian Rhythm’, in Bartók Perspectives: Man, Composer, and Ethnomusicologist, Elliott 
Antokoletz, Victoria Fischer and Benjamin Suchoff (eds.), Oxford University Press, Oxford and New York, 2000, p. 207.
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By way of contrast, this recording also includes one of his earlier works, Ancient Dance, 
which is a good example of his earlier methods. 

Ancient Dance, Op. 26 (1946) 
The end of the Second World War and the 1944 Bulgarian coup d’état (also known 
as the ‘9 September coup d’état’)5 marked the ‘Revolution’ period in Pipkov’s life, so 
called because he was deeply influenced by the event and participated actively by 
writing politically focused songs. In 1944 he composed a Pastorale, Op. 24, for piano, 
and his Ancient Dance, Op. 26 1 , also for piano, appeared two years later. Both pieces 
use the lyrical and virtuosic patterns projected in his late piano works, such as the 
Spring Caprices and From 1 to 15, and Pipkov himself often performed Opp. 24 and 
26 together. Whereas the Pastorale displays his particular style of lyricism, the Ancient 
Dance is a virtuosic piece combining folkloric elements, such as irregular 58 and 98 metres, 
with motifs reminiscent of Debussy in the middle section. The theme is derived from 
the folksong ‘Mamo, molia ti se’ (‘Mother, I beg you’). The work offers rich and heavy 
chordal textures and explores a wide range of dynamics and colours with a subtle and 
expressive lyrical central panel. 

Spring Caprices, Op. 78 (1971‒72)
This set of sixteen miniatures shows what Pipkov could achieve when he combined the 
exploration of regular and irregular metres with a programmatic approach suggested 
by the titles of his pieces and its requirements of dynamics, tempo changes and rubato 
markings. It is then left to the performer to understand this symbiosis and to perform 
with both rhythmic precision and personal expression. In his Preface, Pipkov introduces 
what he calls a ‘Periodic Table’ of the metro-rhythms. It presents a variety of Bulgarian 
metres, beginning with the regular 1

4 all the way up to an irregular  16 .There are also 
variable metres – for example, No. 16, ‘Rhythms’ 17 , contains ‘traditional’ folk metres 

5 The Kingdom of Bulgaria had been one of the Axis powers, alongside Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy, but declared neutrality on  
26 August 1944. A new, reformist government began peace talks with the Allies, but without renouncing its ties to Germany. 
The Soviet Union therefore declared war on Bulgaria on 5 September, precipitating a populist uprising, which, on 9 September, 
overthrew the government in favour of a socialist regime.

15
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The ‘Table of Fundamental Metrorhythmic Structures’, 
presented in the Preface of Pipkov’s Spring Caprices
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such as   16 , 16 and 16. In his Preface, Pipkov gives two aims for the collection: first, that 
these pieces should  be particularly valuable in teaching, by helping young pianists 
to secure their rhythmic stability; and second, that he wanted to use Bulgarian 
metres to create something progressive and untraditional within the confines of 
twentieth-century music in the way that composers such as Prokofiev, Schoenberg 
or Stravinsky had done. Some of these pieces, such as No. 3, ‘Chant’ 4 , are lyrical 
songs; others, like No. 6, ‘Peasant Dance’ 7 , are folk-dances, as that title makes 
obvious. Pipkov’s recollections of his childhood form a clear stylistic feature of his 
late period, and this cycle is no exception. This idea is supported by the musicologist 
Ivan Hlebarov in a discussion of Pipkov’s first cycle, Metro-rhythmical Pictures and 
Studies, Op. 69.6

No. 1, ‘Game’, 2
4 2  is written in a joyous F major, within which moments of both 

sentiment and sadness occur. The tempo marking is Allegretto. Bulgarian musicologists 
regard 3

4 metre as particularly appropriate in andante and moderato tempos, and the 
tempo of No. 2, ‘Ancient Bulgarian Chorale’, 3

4 3 , is indeed Moderato. The piece also 
reflects Pipkov’s interest in choral music. He created many choral works, the most 
prominent of which are his Wedding Cantata (1935), the Oratorio of Our Time (1959), 
two other cantatas (1952 and 1958) and his many choral songs. This ‘Chorale’ begins 
with a solemn perfect fourth in a cantus firmus melody heard three more times in the 
more lyrical style of ‘female singing’. The ‘Chorale’ is a classic example of Pipkov’s stylistic 
language, comprising sequences, sustained notes and parallelisms, though his use of the 
major/minor system is also evident. In terms of structure, the ‘Chorale’ is exactly 30 bars 
long, which can be interpreted as a sacred length, since 30 in numerology is held to be 
an ‘angel number’ symbolising creativity and growth – although whether that was his 
intention cannot be confirmed.

No. 3, the lyrical ‘Chant’, 4
4 4 , an Andante, is based on the song ‘Nani mi, nani, 

Damyancho’ (‘Sleep, sleep, my Damyancho’) written by Pipkov in his early years and 
arranged for piano for this cycle. The vocal qualities of the song are maintained through 

6 Ivan Hlebarov, The Creative Development of Lubomir Pipkov, Artcoop, Sofia, 1996, p. 259.

1511    9 
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phrasing, lyricism, intonation and agogics. A cadenza ad libitum acts as a climax, built 
upon a dominant ninth chord with a piano descent following directly.

No. 4, ‘Dance’, marked Allegro assai 5 , is a transcription of ‘Aishentse’, another 
of Pipkov’s earlier songs. It contains the first compound metre in the set: 5

8. Bulgarian 
folk-music and -dance treat 5

8 in two ways, with bars being heard as 2+3 beats or 3+2. 
In this instance, he uses the first grouping, which in Bulgaria is associated with the 
popular dance known as the ‘Pajdushko Horo’ from the northern part of the country 
(the horo is a round dance, with the dancers holding hands or belts). The metre was 
used by Béla Bartók in his ‘Six Dances in Bulgarian Rhythm’, No. 150 in Mikrokosmos; 
in fact, the first four-bar phrase of the ‘Dance’, particularly the right-hand melody, is 
directly reminiscent of the ‘Six Dances’. In such instances, one would expect emphasis 
on the irregular metre, but surprisingly, Pipkov marks only two (in the left hand, at 
0:22), preferring to hide the metro-rhythmical character and its irregularity and present 
the metre in symmetrical form. One of his most common stylistic techniques, the drone, 
or pedal point, is also heard here. The musicologist Binka Karaivanova reports that he 
uses it most often in his ‘metro-rhythmical’ cycles.7 Here it is featured in the left hand as 
a long-sustained A, which establishes the key of A minor. 

In No. 5, ‘Half-Awake’ 6 , the 6
8 metre common in Bulgarian folksong is expressed 

as two ‘even’ units of three quavers each, thus providing rhythmical stability and 
continuity. This rhythmic and metric regularity is strengthened by the predominance 
of three-bar phrases all through the piece. Written in C minor and marked Moderato, 
it expresses melancholy, a sentiment enhanced by the abundant use of minor thirds in 
both hands. The leitmotif heard from the very beginning recurs in different dynamics, 
with its climax in forte, diminishing almost immediately, before the final bars. Another 
example of Pipkov’s pedal point occurs in the left hand by way of long sustained intervals 
(0:09–0:16). 

No. 6, ‘Peasant Dance’, an Allegro in 7
8 7 , is a short, vigorous piece, a piano 

transcription of the folksong ‘Skasa si Chernio chehlite’ (‘Chernio tore his slippers’), 
7 Binka Karaivanova, ‘Polyphonic Techniques in the Late Piano Works of Lubomir Pipkov’, Pedagogical Almanac, Vol. 16, No. 2 
(1988), p. 141.
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and an example of the dance known as the ‘Ratchenitsa’ (the name means ‘holding 
hands’; it is a solo (or couple’s) dance in 78). The unique metric structure, which consists 
of two groups of two beats followed by one group of three beats (2+2+3), makes clear 
the dancing character of the piece. The exotic augmented-second interval in the melody 
(0:10–0:15) results from the use of the harmonic minor scale. Another Pipkov stylistic 
feature can be seen in the use of cluster chords, which are very often distributed 
between hands; this technique can be heard in the opening bars. The piece gradually 
builds up energy and excitement until the solemn and harmonically rich pesante section  
(0:41–end).

Pipkov remarked that No. 7, a ‘Pastorale’ in 88 marked Moderato cantabile 8 , should be 
played ‘without rhythmical accentuation’,8 in contrast to the ‘Ratchenitsa’ that precedes 
it. Here, although the inner structure of irregular metres appears to be asymmetrical, 
they remain proportional to one another; that is, they lack accentuation on the strong 
beats, which enhances the evenness between them – a typical trait in many of his lyrical 
pieces. The quavers within a bar of an 8

8 (or 4
4) metre can be grouped as 3+2+3 or as 

2+2+2+2, the difference being the way in which the quavers are grouped within the 
bar, not the metre itself. This piece features a variety of Pipkov’s stylistic traits, one of 
which is his use of pedal point (1:35–1:40). Sequences are used several times in the left 
hand, their main purpose being to give a sense of direction and add a little variety to the 
musical texture (as at 2:16–2:34).

No. 8, an ‘Intermezzo’ marked Allegro, ma non troppo 9 , is cast in 98, another metre 
present in Bulgarian folk-music; indeed, it features in the ‘Daychovo Horo’, one of the most 
popular dances in Bulgaria. The most traditional grouping of quavers there is 2+2+2+3, 
and Bartók also used the metre in this way in many of his works, including the third 
movement of his Fifth String Quartet and in Nos. 148 and 152 of Mikrokosmos. But here 
Pipkov experiments with different rhythmic patterns. His initial grouping is 2+3+2+2, 
but the Più mosso section sees such variations as 2+2+3+2, 2+2+2+3, 3+2+2+2 and 
even a 3+3+3 pattern, which is uncommon in Bulgarian folklore (0:55–1:44). According 

8 Hlebarov, Lubomir Pipkov: Studies, p. 29.
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to Donna Buchanan (associate professor of music and anthropology at the University 
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, where she teaches courses in ethnomusicology and 
the musical cultures of the Balkans, Russia and Eurasia, and director of the ensemble 
‘Balkanalia’), Bartók used the same permutations of 9

8 (except for 3+3+3) in his Sonata 
for Two Pianos and Percussion.9 The main theme of ‘Intermezzo’ is based on an Ionian 
tetrachord (tone–tone–semitone–tone), which occurs eight times in both the exposition 
and the recapitulation. In the middle Più mosso section, varied thematic material in the 
right hand is supported by octaves in the left. Most of the dynamic contrasts happen in 
this section, complemented by fast-paced rhythmic changes. 

The title of No. 9, ‘Moments fugitifs’ in  8  10 , recalls Prokofiev’s Visions Fugitives, 
Op. 22, with which it shares some features treated in similar ways; indeed, the Caprices 
and the Visions share points of contact in structure and differentiation of mood: they 
are short and differ starkly from one to another. No. 9 gives a clear example, not only 
with a similar title but also with its abrupt changes of character and dynamic contrasts. 
Typically Russian stylistic features, too, are seen in the long lines (similar to those 
favoured by Rachmaninov) in the Meno mosso section (0:36), the cantabile in the left 
hand from bar 25 and the Moderato cantabile section just before a small coda at the end. 
‘Moments fugitifs’ is one of the more advanced pieces in the cycle, with more variety of 
dynamic contrasts (notably the ff‒pp in the last two bars), as well as its many tempos: 
the opening tempo marking is Allegro moderato, and it is followed by Presto ritmico, 
Andantino, Moderato and Allegro assai. The  0  1 8 is another irregular metre, expressed here 
in bars containing two long groups and two short ones (3+3+2+2), giving irregularity to 
the metro-rhythmical pattern. The lack of emphasis of the long beats plays an important 
role in a large number of Pipkov’s metro-rhythmical miniatures (Nos. 7, 8, 9 ,10, 12 and 
13, in Op. 78).

No. 10, ‘Return’ 11 , in    (grouped as 2+2+2+2+3), uses a metre initially used by 
Dobri Hristov, who felt that   1  116  can be grouped with a long beat at the end as a basis of 

9 Donna Buchanan, ‘Bartók’s Bulgaria: Folk Music Collecting and Balkan Social History’, International Journal of Musicology,  
Vol. 9, 2000, pp. 66–67.

1  1
16

10 
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a folk-dance.10 Pipkov, by contrast, makes it into an atmospheric, lyrical piece, absent of 
any accentuation or dance-like character; the tempo marking is Moderato. It is another 
instance of his combining irregularity and expression through lack of accentuation. The 
pedal point takes the form of sustained chords in the left hand. The piece reaches its 
climax at a point where all the remaining metro-rhythmical sense of regularity seems to 
vanish as a result of molto espressivo e molto rubato markings. This passage is followed 
by the main theme, piano, recurring one last time before a short and melancholic coda. 

No. 11, ‘Étude’, in   2  116 12 , is one of the most demanding pieces in the set. Its technical 
challenges take many forms: speed and co-ordination, awkward jumps, abrupt changes 
of dynamic and excellent finger dexterity. The marking Allegro ritmico indicates, too, 
that excellent rhythmic control is required. The  2  116 metre (grouped as either 3+2+2+2+3 
or 7+5) is very common in Bulgarian folk-music and is widely used in folk-dances in fast 
tempos (more than 240 beats per minute!); two of the most famous of these are ‘Elenino 
10 Stoijian Djudjev, Bulgarian Folk Music, Vol. 1, Science and Art, Sofia, 1970, p. 174.

Bulgarian villagers preparing to dance a horo, c. 1913
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Horo’ and ‘Petrunino Horo’. When Hristov investigated the 16 metre (3+2+2+2+3), he 
referred to classical metrical theory, describing the first long beat of the group as the 
‘strongest’.11 Hlebarov assumes that Hristov is referring to the last group of notes, which 
is ‘relatively strong’,12 that is, in comparison to the first strong group of three, an analogy 
being the accents of the 4

4, where there is strong, weak, relatively strong and weaker. 
There is some evidence in this piece that Pipkov supports this theory, where in some 
places accents can be seen only above the first note (1:04–1:14, 1:49–1:51). Another 
stylistic feature of Pipkov’s music is a variety of parallelisms used to enrich different 
melodic lines, supporting the observation made by the musicologist Svetla Abrasheva 
that he never uses more than two parallelisms in the same direction.13 The ‘Étude’ is a 
good example of this technique, with parallel seconds in the right hand (0:40–0:51). 
There are also parallel octaves (1:23–1:41), fourths and fifths, all three of which are 
Pipkov’s favourite intervals (1:45–1:47, 1:55–2:09). Tone-clusters and sequences make 
this bravura ‘Étude’ an effective concert piece.

No. 12, ‘Bright and Dark’ in 8    13 , an Allegretto, is arguably one of the most  
imaginative items in the set. The title suggests contrasts, and from the very beginning, 
dynamic changes occur in every bar of the thematic material (0:04–0:10), and the 
switches between E major and E minor contribute to rapidly changing ‘brightness’ 
and ‘darkness’. A stylistic feature of the piece is a rhythmic ostinato, which is typical 
of Pipkov’s music. Most of the time it contains two or more voices with a major-second 
interval, which is very common in Bulgarian folk-music (0:25–0:37, 1:05–1:20). The main 
theme appears five times in the course of the piece. The thematic sections are interrupted 
by expressive moderato passages, with modulations and rich piano chordal textures.

Variable metres are encountered more often in the approach to the end of the set, as 
No. 13, ‘Two Rhythmic Variations’, in 16  14  demonstrates. There, besides the predominant  
   in the main theme, there are also metres Pipkov used earlier in the collection, such  
as 8

8 and    5  
16. The first four bars present the main theme majestically, in Ionian mode, 

11 Ivan Hlebarov, Between Two Centuries, Artcoop, Sofia, 2000, p. 166.
12 Ibid.
13 Svetla Abrasheva, Bulgarian Folk Voices, Science and Art, Sofia, 1974, pp. 58–59.

4  1
16

12

13     

14
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complemented by a rich chordal texture. Variation 1, Allegro vivace, resembles No. 7, the 
‘Pastorale’, in terms of metre, both being in 88. After a short introduction, varied thematic 
material with a Dorian tetrachord on A is followed by a tritone. An extension of the 
first bar of the piece can be heard from 0:38 to 0:44. The reappearance of the theme is 
in Aeolian mode, one of the most common and widely used modes in Bulgarian folk-
music, because of the ancient Aeolian Greek clans who earlier inhabited the land. In 
the Più mosso section (1:09–1:22) chromatic configurations in the right hand descend 
through an octave – a typical trait of Pipkov’s late compositions, here occurring above 
changing intervals of fifths and thirds in the left hand. Hlebarov describes these diatonic 
and chromatic interrelations as tonal ‘wandering’ that was used frequently in Pipkov’s 
music from the 1950s.14 Variation 1, marked Moderato assai, finishes with another 
recurrence of the theme, in D minor, and a sustained pedal note (A) in pianissimo. 
Variation 2 in     5  

16 (2+3), Vivacissimo, is virtuosic and full of exuberance. Whereas No. 4 
(‘Dance’) 5  gives the configuration of a quaver followed by a dotted quaver, here there 
is the rare occurrence of five semiquavers. It can be assumed that Pipkov does not want 
accentuation on the second (longer) group; instead, the listener perceives it as a regular 
bar of two beats, with the second sustained. A finale brings back the main theme for one 
last time, followed by a vigorous coda in a regular  2  116.

No. 14, ‘Instead of Goodbye’, in  2   1
16 15 , is the first recurrence of a previously used 

metre, but instead of the bravura Allegro ritmico of  ‘Étude’ 12 , No. 14 is marked moderato 
e mesto, thus presenting the listener with a very different sound-world, filled with 
sadness and melancholy. Pipkov achieves this change by complementing the B minor 
with an Aeolian mode in the right hand of the opening theme (0:00–0:12) that further 
emphasises the minor feeling. These refrains are repeated three more times in the right 
hand and echoed in the left, before reaching a final climax at the end. Everything dies 
out with a subtle ppp in the tonic. 

No. 15, ‘Burlesque’, Allegro con brio, in  5  116 16 , has the most advanced irregular metre 
in the set in terms of its quaver groupings (2+2+3+3+2+3), a constellation rare in 

14 Lubomir Pipkov: Studies, pp. 109–12.
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Bulgarian folk-music, although there is a well-known dance in 16 called ‘Buchimish’.  
In fact, Hlebarov states that this metre does not exist in traditional Bulgarian folk-
music, but nonetheless praises Pipkov’s ‘Burlesque’ for its captivating authenticity, 
spontaneity and brilliance.15 Like the ‘Étude’ and ‘Two Rhythmic Variations’, this piece 
impresses with its virtuosity and vigorous character. One rhythmic aspect that may be 
particularly challenging for the pianist is the length of the last dotted quaver, which 
would ruin the irregularity if held too long. (A similar issue occurs in ‘Toccata’ 35  and 
‘Colourful Written Bagpipe Tune’ in Op. 81 26 , but in a fast tempo the danger of holding 
the last note too long is even more likely.) In Pipkov’s concert pieces one can see the use 
of various techniques such as martellato, which also occurs in ‘Peasant Dance’ 7  and 
‘Bright and Dark’ 13 . In ‘Burlesque’ he uses it as a climax in the final two bars, marked 
Più mosso strepitoso (1:56–2:00). The piece contains many of the stylistic features already 
discussed, such as parallelism and clusters. Sudden dynamic contrasts from heavily 
accented forte to piano emphasise the melodic development and metro-rhythmical 
pattern (0:36–0:40). The relentless energy and the constant melodic development from 
the very first bar until the end are astounding, and this ‘Burlesque’ can be regarded as a 
pinnacle of the Spring Caprices. 

The final miniature in Op. 78 is No. 16, ‘Rhythms’ 17 , which, as the title suggests, 
is cast in a variety of metres, starting with   

16, then  1   1
16, then back to   9 

16   , followed by   5 
16, 

then again   9 
16, and so on. No. 16 could be seen as a consolidation of the fundamental 

idea of ‘metro-rhythmical game’ or ‘Ludus ritmicus’ that Pipkov notes in the Preface 
of the Caprices. The tempo marking is Allegro scherzando, and the key, C major, 
complemented by a major Ionian mode on G, contributes to the joyful feeling. No. 16 
also exemplifies Pipkov’s typical rubato technique (0:22–0:32), which can also be heard 
in chamber works such as his Piano Trio, Piano Quartet and Sonata for Violin and 
Piano. The tempo also changes in this final miniature, with three Meno mosso markings 
interrupting the scherzando sections. It is impressive how skifully Pipkov inserts these 
short lyrical moments in such a small musical form, resulting in a piece with musical 

15 Between Two Centuries, p. 170.

15
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depth and a sense of surprise, as at 0:33. The ending is marked Pesante, with a long 
fermata and a sustained C, echoed in the right hand, reminiscent of ‘Game’ 2 , the first 
caprice, providing a majestic conclusion to this cycle. 

From 1 to 15, Op. 81, was composed in 1973 and basically delivers the same 
metro-rhythmical ideas as Op. 78 in terms of metre, stylistic techniques and thematic 
connections. It is simpler technically but requires the same degree of imagination and 
musicality from the performer as the Caprices, although there are fewer differences 
between the individual items. Many of the titles of the pieces in From 1 to 15 relate 
the set more closely to Bulgarian folklore: it contains more miniatures (nineteen, as 
opposed to sixteen) and it also features an unusual ‘Recitative’ in senza mesura (without 
metre) 32 . 

No. 1, ‘On the Rail Track’, Moderato 18 , and No. 2, ‘Autumn Fog’, Allegretto 19 , are 
both in a steady 24 rhythm (apart from a few syncopations in the main theme of  ‘Autumn 
Fog’) and in slow tempos. Both also offer few dynamic contrasts and tempo changes; 
they use lyricism, colourful musical language and sequences, common in Pipkov’s music 
in general, but especially apparent in this cycle, often over an ostinato or a pedal-point 
accompaniment (‘On the Rail Track’, 0:00–0:12).

The third piece, ‘Complaint’, an Andantino con moto in 3
8 + 2

4 20 , is another lyrical 
piece with considerable emotional intensity, with a ‘complaint’ motif that recurs many 
times. It is reminiscent of ‘Chant’, No. 3 of Op. 78 4 , which shares a similar singing tone. 
No. 4, ‘Haidushka Mountain’, Lento, 44  21 , is sonorous and solemn. One might imagine a 
male voice heard singing in the mountains; the repeat can then be performed piano as 
an echo. At the climax (0:58–1:02) Pipkov allows the performer to use rubato with the 
accentuation of every note. 

No. 5, ‘Spring Whistles’ 22 , Allegro, ma non troppo, uses a metre similar to that in 
‘Dance’ in Op. 78 5 , which is in 58, but this time in a more energetic 16. Binka Karaivanova 
describes No. 5 as a summary of Pipkov’s most-used polyphonic techniques up to 
that point: ostinato techniques (0:20–0:25), parallelism (0:06) and sustained notes  
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(0:08–0:13, 0:35–0:40).16 The result is rich and vibrant melodic lines and textures with 
a tasteful, lyrical molto cantabile heard in the middle (0:23–0:29). No. 6, the Moderato 
‘Dragon Holes’, cast in 6

8 23 , captures the expressivity and melancholy already heard in 
‘Complaint’ 20 . In its literal meaning, the title may refer to a group of caves near Sliven, 
in east-central Bulgaria, named Dragon Holes. A legend tells of a noble dragon with 
its den there which fell in love with a beautiful woman, brightening the sky every time 
it went to see her – but this interpretation of the title is only one of the many possible 
inferences, which of course can lead to different types of performance. 

Nos. 7, 8 and 9 – the Allegretto scherzando ‘Peasant Dance’ 24 , the Moderato 
‘Heavy Peasant Dance’ 25  and the Allegro ‘Colourful Written Bagpipe Tune’ 26  –  
all share the same     7 16 metre, since they are examples of the ‘Ratchenitsa’ dance in     7 16 (as is 
No. 6 of Op. 78 7 ). They all consist of short musical sentences, typically of eight bars, 
and so the irregularity and emphasis of the ‘strong’ third beat therefore becomes all 
the more obvious. Dynamic markings in the score are almost non-existent, apart from 
a few marks in brackets at the beginning of each piece: Pipkov clearly wants dynamic 
simplicity with maximum attention to the rhythm. In each one the climax is reached at 
the end, creating a continuous sense of direction and intensity.

No. 10, ‘Forest Conversation’ in  8 16  27 , on the other hand, offers a completely different 
sound-world. For the first time Pipkov marks one of these rhythmic studies recitando 
liberamente, suggesting vocal music. Here he uses one of the most often used chromatic 
modes in the Bulgarian folklore, ‘Makham Hidjas’, which is characterised by two minor 
seconds on either side of an augmented second. ‘Forest Conversation’ requires careful 
attention to details of accent, rhythmic accuracy, dynamics and pedalling, aspects that 
form the core of this lyrical miniature. 

No. 11, ‘Small Ballade’ in     9 
16 28 , is a Moderato cantabile number with a Vivo central 

section in  5  
16. (There is an intriguing reminiscence of Chopin’s Third Ballade, Op. 47, 

at 0:25–0:45.) The right hand leads with the melody and establishes the rhythm, 
while the left hand provides tonal stability. The piece dies out in a subtle espressivo 

16 Loc. cit., p. 155.
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pianissimo. No. 12, ‘Bearman with Bear’, an Allegro moderato in 8  29 , is vigorous and 
temperamental in sempre staccato, combined with brief pedalling for additional colour. 
No. 13, ‘Thought’, an Allegro in   

16 (grouped as 2+2+3+2+2) 30 , is the first time this  
metre is heard in its traditional configuration, which corresponds to the Bulgarian folk-
dance ‘Gankino Horo’. This and many other irregular groupings are absent from Pipkov’s 
‘Periodic Table’. Hlebarov confirms this absence without any further explanation,17 
but it is certain that Pipkov’s main idea is to discover new metrical structures. No. 13 
challenges the performer to make decisions on ad lib. pedalling and ornamentation. The 
following study, No. 14, ‘Nostalgia’ in     2  1

16 31 , is marked Largetto e mesto. It begins with a 
thematic motif in the right hand, mirrored by the left hand. The two hands correspond 
in the same manner in the following four bars. After a short development, a Meno mosso 
section brings the climax in ff with rich sustained chords spread between the hands. 
Through a gradual diminuendo in each following chord, the piece comes to a peaceful 
ending in pianissimo (1:16–end). The last section is performed with an abundance of 
pedal to sustain the rich sonorities.

No. 15, ‘Recitative’ (senza mesura) 32 , is unique in the cycle. Pipkov’s initial title for 
this set was ‘From 2 to 15’ and it was only after he wrote the ‘Recitative’ on 10 November 
1973 that he came up with the current title, since this piece introduces the idea of one 
beat per bar. Pipkov also prefers his senza mesura with rubato. Every bar is followed by 
a long ‘bell’-sounding chord, which marks the end of each phrase (0:26–0:31). The last 
‘bell’ disappears quietly before a final, understated recitative.

No. 16, ‘Chorale’, a Moderato in     33 , is very similar to the ‘Ancient Bulgarian 
Chorale’ of Op. 78 3  in texture and genre. They both require emphasis on the soprano 
line, with balanced chordal accompaniment. This ‘Chorale’ exhibits a steady rhythm 
and a gradual build-up towards the climax in the final bars. Pipkov requires accurate 
articulation and legato touch, which is possible only with careful use of the pedal, since 
the thick chordal textures prevent flawless finger legato.

The third- and second-last pieces in the cycle – No. 17, ‘Village Celebration’,  
an Allegro, ma non troppo in  4  1 8  34 , and No. 18, ‘Toccata’, an Allegro in  5  116 35 , are the most 
17 Between Two Centuries, p. 170.
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virtuosic items in this cycle. Their toccata-like character, strong accentuation and lively 
irregular metres suggest that they should be performed vividly, with sharp articulation 
and bustling energy. No. 19, a ‘Novelette’ marked Moderato assai in   9 16  36 , closes the set in 
an expressive and lyrical fashion.

Born in 1996, Dobromir Tsenov is a Bulgarian pianist currently completing his master’s 
degree at the Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester under the tutelage of Dina 
Parakhina and Graham Scott. He is generously supported by the Anderson Powell Prize at 
the College. He completed his postgraduate diploma with Distinction in 2021, as well as his 
Bachelor’s degree with first-class honours at the Royal Birmingham Conservatoire in 2019, where 
he studied with Julian Jacobson and Daniel Browell. During his studies he developed a strong 

Bulgarian peasants dancing a horo, c. 1906
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interest in the early- and mid-twentieth-century Bulgarian 
classical repertoire by the composers Pancho Vladigerov 
and his son Alexander. His debut album, Bulgarian Classics, 
received high acclaim in Bulgaria, where it was broadcast 
several times on national radio, as well as in the United 
Kingdom, receiving a five-star review and being described as 
‘first class in every respect’ by Robert Matthew-Walker, the 
editor of Musical Opinion. Dobromir Tsenov also received 
the Marjorie Hazlehurst Project Award given by the Royal 
Birmingham Conservatoire for graduating with the highest 
result. His second collaborative album, Homeland, recorded 
in 2020 with the Bulgarian violinist Hristo Dunev, presents 
music by Bartók, Smetana, Vladigerov and Hristoskov, and 
was also praised by critics (five stars in Musical Opinion) and 
audiences. A prizewinner of many national and international 
competitions, he has also taken part in master-classes with such musicians as Nelly Akopian-
Tamarina, Ludmil Angelov, Jean-Efflam Bavouzet, Peter Donohoe, Matthew Schellhorn and 
Rostislav Yovchev.
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